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considerate of his friends' on the subject of its suppression. Senator Bibb1 informed the President that he hail warned Mr. Calhotin that the publication of the correspondence ^ould be his destruction, and had conjured him to commit it to the flames. The latter gentleman, not only thought dill'erently, but anticipated a signal triumph, and we have no evidence that they ever prevailed on him to go farther in that direction, than to consent, which he did, that his friends might make an attempt to reconcile the President to its appearance, by such modification of it and explanation of what he should farther say as would be suflicient to effect, that object, without lessening the injurious effects of the correspondence upon myself. To this was added, through the same instrumentality, an effort to prevail upon the editor of the Globe to publish Mr. Calhoun's appeal first, and accompany it with favorable comments. As we have already seen, an intrigue was consequently set on foot by my subsequent friend Grundy to accomplish the first of these objects through their friend, Major Katon, and by the same gentleman and Col. Johnson, who was everybody's friend, to obtain Mr. "Blair's consent to the latter, the failure of both of which has also been scon. Mr. Blair refused altogether, but Mr. Grundy thought he had succeeded upon the first and principal point. The. correspondence was published and Mr. Oalhoun's success in political lift*, forever destroyed. That the President, disclaimed the encouragement which had been given by Major Eaton, and indignantly resented the attempt that had been set on foot to use him for the destruction of his friend, has also been already stated.
Immediately after Hie failure of the Grundy and Eaton negotiation and on tin*, appearance, of the Globe which announced the Gen-eraPs feelings in the matter, I was favored with a visit, from Dr. Jones, a. devoted and very active friend of Mr. Calhoun, who was soon followed by Mr. Blair at the, Doctor's instance; the object, of their joint appearance, being to afford the latter tin opportunity to remonstrate, in my presence, against- the course, which the Globe \\as faking. The Doctor's desire was to arrest", and suppress the paper war, which had that morning been commenced; which he claimed the power of doing on Mr. Calhoun's side, if the President. and myself would prevail upon our friends to do the same on ours. Perceiving that he was not advancing his object, by the explanation he ina.de of Mr. CalhounV; course and the excuses he founded upon them, as those, wen4 readily, and, as it appeared to me, conclusively overthrown by Mr. Blair, he. at length directed his observations to the injurious consequences which would result to tlm party and to all belonpn^* to it. from (lie schism, which he charged

